Altair Monarch Release Notes
ISSUE ID

Version 2020.0.1 (16.0.1)
August 4, 2020

RESOLVED ISSUE

MONARCH CLASSIC
MOD-3657

Crash - Clicking items in the report index crashes the application

MOD-3672

Error message like 'There is already an object named 'dsf_f0_s0' may occur when creating a summary

MOD-3674

Impossible to use Monarch CLI and COM Automation

MOD-3676

Crash when using Chinese IME

MOD-3682

Crash when choosing smiley face while using IME

DATA PREP STUDIO
DPS-6542

SparkSQL Connection dialog doesn't save the changes made in the Port field

DPS-6580

Pivot Transform - Disable Column Suffix not disabling as it should

DPS-6583

Unpivot while selecting all columns breaks edit load options when schema of underlying table changes

DPS-6585

Long load for Workspaces with a large number of connections

DPS-6596

Monarch Excel Table - Opening an Excel file that is currently open in Excel and resides in a folder that is synched with OneDrive causes a crash

DPS-6602

Excel Trapping doesn't work with "," as a decimal separator

DPS-6606

Pressing wrench to correct ACE table load error can sometimes yield "Editing of non single column filters is not currently supported." error

DPS-6633

Unable to open multiple Excel files when one is currently open in Excel and resides in a folder that is synched with OneDrive

DPS-6639

Unable to import from SQL Server on non-default port

DPS-6642

Regression: 1:00 is treated by Auto Define as a number

DPS-6653

License Server Credentials dialog: 'change password' button is missing.

DPS-6655

Map Columns - drop down list and scroll are not working correctly

DPS-6659

Report Design - Trap and field content ceases to render or is removed

DPS-6664

Duplicate columns produced during pass through schema mapping dialog

DPS-6665

Selecting all unmapped or expected columns or clearing mappings in the Map Columns dialog triggers many redundant preview grid refreshes.

DPS-6672

Delimited Text - Edit Load Options - Very sluggish to load with large number of columns
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